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(54) GLASSWARE FORMING PROCESS

(57) A glassware-forming neck ring system (10, 110, 210) includes a carrier assembly (14, 114, 214) carrying a neck
ring assembly (12, 112). The neck ring assembly includes a neck ring guide (18) having a first forming aperture (39)
therethrough around a vertical axis (A), and a neck ring (20, 220) divided along a longitudinal axis (C) into neck ring
sections (20a,b, 220a,b) carried by the neck ring guide and movable toward and away from one another along the neck
ring guide along a lateral axis (B). The carrier assembly includes a carrier (46, 246) having a body (48, 148, 248) with
a second forming aperture (50) therethrough, longitudinally opposite ends (52, 53, 152, 153, 252, 253), laterally opposite
sides (54, 55, 254, 255) between the ends, and a channel extending between the sides, restricting movement of the
neck ring assembly along the vertical and longitudinal axes, and permitting movement of the neck ring assembly along
the lateral axis. A process of forming glassware includes carrying the glassware by a neck ring system through an entire
glassware forming process from a blank molding station to a ware handler.
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Description

[0001] The present disclosure is directed to glassware
manufacturing and, more particularly, to neck rings and
methods of transferring neck rings among manufacturing
stations.

Background and Summary of the Disclosure

[0002] Glassware making machines typically employ
invert arms for transferring neck ring assemblies between
a blank station and a blow station. A neck ring assembly
may include opposed neck ring sections and a neck ring
guide between the sections to keep the sections aligned
during opening and closing of the sections. U.S. Patent
7,353,667 discloses an example of such a neck ring as-
sembly.
[0003] A general object of the present disclosure, in
accordance with one aspect of the disclosure, is to pro-
vide a new neck ring design that may reduce or eliminate
the need for swabbing a neck ring with lubricant, and a
new method of transferring neck rings among stations of
a glass container manufacturing process.
[0004] The present disclosure embodies a number of
aspects that can be implemented separately from or in
combination with each other.
[0005] A glassware-forming neck ring system in ac-
cordance with one aspect of the disclosure includes a
neck ring assembly and a carrier assembly carrying the
neck ring assembly. The neck ring assembly includes a
neck ring guide having a first forming aperture there-
through around a vertical axis, and a neck ring divided
along a longitudinal axis into neck ring sections that are
carried by the neck ring guide and that are movable to-
ward and away from one another along the neck ring
guide along a lateral axis. The carrier assembly includes
a carrier having a body with a second forming aperture
therethrough, longitudinally opposite ends, laterally op-
posite sides between the ends, and a channel extending
between the sides, restricting movement of the neck ring
assembly along the vertical and longitudinal axes, and
permitting movement of the neck ring assembly along
the lateral axis.
[0006] In accordance with another aspect of the dis-
closure, there is provided a process of forming glassware
that includes the following steps:

(a) acquiring a neck ring system with at least one
material handler;
(b) transferring the neck ring system to a blank mold
station;
(c) blank molding a glass gob into glassware having
a neck finish formed by the neck ring system;
(d) transferring the glassware carried by the neck
ring system to a blow mold station;
(e) blow molding the glassware carried by the neck
ring system;
(f) transferring the glassware carried by the neck ring

system to a ware handler; and
(g) opening the neck ring system to release the glass-
ware from the neck ring system without releasing the
at least one material handler from the neck ring sys-
tem,

wherein the glassware is carried by the neck ring system
through the entire glassware forming process from the
blank molding station to the ware handler.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0007] The disclosure, together with additional objects,
features, advantages and aspects thereof, will be best
understood from the following description, the appended
claims and the accompanying drawings, in which:

FIG. 1A is a perspective view of a glassware-forming
neck ring system in accordance with an illustrative
embodiment of the present disclosure, and illustrat-
ed in a closed position;
FIG. 1B is a perspective view of the glassware-form-
ing neck ring system of FIG. 1B and illustrated in an
open position;
FIG. 2 is an enlarged perspective view of an interior
of a portion of a neck ring section of the system of
FIG. 1A;
FIG. 3 is an enlarged perspective view of an exterior
of the portion of the neck ring section of FIG. 2;
FIG. 4 is an enlarged perspective view of a portion
of a neck ring guide of the system of FIG. 1A;
FIG. 5 is an enlarged perspective view of a carrier
body of the system of FIG. 1A;
FIG. 6 is an enlarged bottom perspective view of the
system of FIG. 1A;
FIG. 7 is an enlarged, fragmentary, top perspective
view of the system of FIG. 1A;
FIG. 8 is an enlarged end view of the system of FIG.
1A, with several components omitted for clarity;
FIG. 9 is a perspective view of a glassware-forming
neck ring system in accordance with another illus-
trative embodiment of the present disclosure;
FIG. 10 is a top perspective view of a glassware-
forming neck ring system in accordance with a fur-
ther illustrative embodiment of the present disclo-
sure, illustrated in a closed position;
FIG. 11 is a bottom perspective view of the system
of FIG. 10;
FIG. 12 is an enlarged top perspective view of the
system of FIG. 10, but illustrated in an open position;
FIG. 13 is an enlarged, fragmentary, bottom view of
the system of FIG. 10, illustrated in a closed position;
and
FIG. 14 is an enlarged, fragmentary, bottom view of
the system of FIG. 10, illustrated in an open position.
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Detailed Description

[0008] FIGS. 1A-1B illustrate a neck ring system 10
that includes a neck ring assembly 12 carried by a carrier
assembly 14. The neck ring system 10 may be used to
form glassware in a glassware-forming process. The
glassware may include bottles, jars, jugs, growlers, or
any other suitable containers. The system 10 may be
used to carry an article of glassware through an entire
glassware forming process from blank molding of a pari-
son, to releasing a fully formed container on a dead plate
or on any other suitable ware handler at a downstream
end of the forming process. Accordingly, the system 10
may enable faster machine cycles and facilitate neck ring
changes for increased worker safety. Also, as will be de-
scribed in more detail below, the system 10 may be quick-
ly and accurately acquired and released by a material
handler 16 (FIG. 1A), and the neck ring assembly 12 may
float along multiple axes with respect to the carrier as-
sembly 14 and the material handler 16. Accordingly, in-
stead of repeated releasing and reacquiring of a glass-
ware neck finish, the system 10 enables continuous car-
rying of the glassware neck finish and thus, may result
in fewer finish defects.
[0009] With continuing reference to FIG. 1A, the neck
ring assembly 12 includes a neck ring guide 18, and a
neck ring 20 that may be divided along a longitudinal axis
C into finish inserts or neck ring sections 20a,b carried
by the neck ring guide 18 and movable toward and away
from one another along the neck ring guide 18 along a
lateral axis B. The neck ring sections 20a,b may include
base portions 19a,b and semi-circular upper portions
21a,b carried by the base portions 19a,b. The upper por-
tions 21a,b may be coupled to the base portions 19a,b,
as illustrated, with cap screws or any other suitable fas-
teners, or may be coupled thereto in any other suitable
manner.
[0010] With respect to FIG. 1A, and as will be described
in further detail below, the material handler 16 may be
used to acquire, release, and reacquire the system 10.
The material handler 16 may include a robot with suitable
end effectors, a pick and place machine, a continuous
powered belt with suitable interface tooling, or any other
suitable material handler. For example, the material han-
dler 16 may include locators 22 and actuators 24 for in-
terfacing with the system 10. Such material handlers are
well known to those of ordinary skill in the art, and may
include any suitable power supplies, controllers, motors,
solenoids, sensors, and any other suitable material han-
dler subsystems, components, accessories, and the like.
[0011] With reference to FIGS. 2 and 3, the neck ring
base portions 19a,b may include: lower plate portions
26a,b; upper plate portions 28a,b spaced apart along a
vertical axis A from the lower plate portion and carrying
bosses 30a,b; extensions 32a,b extending vertically be-
tween the plate portions 26a,b and 28a,b; and laterally
extending channels 34a,b and 35a,b between the plate
portions 26a,b and 28a,b.

[0012] With reference to FIG. 4, the guide 18 may in-
clude laterally extending runners 36, 38 longitudinally
spaced apart from one another, and a hub 37 extending
between the runners 36, 38. The hub 37 may be circular
or semi-circular and includes a vertically extending
through passage or first forming aperture 39 there-
through around the vertical axis A. Although not shown,
the guide 18 also may carry a separate, fully circumfer-
ential seal ring 37a (FIG. 1B) coupled to the hub 37. The
runners 36, 38 may include axially opposed tangs 40a-
d extending longitudinally from free ends or distal por-
tions of the runners 36, 38. The tangs 40a-d may limit
movement of the guide plate 18 along the longitudinal
axis C when the neck ring opens and closes. In one ex-
ample, in assembly, the tangs 40a-d may protrude about
5/32" from the runners 36, 38, with about 1/32" spacing
between the tangs 40a-d and the base portions 19a,b,
or according to any other suitable spacing. The tangs
40a-d also may guide corresponding surfaces 32a, 32b
of the neck ring base portions 19a, 19b when the neck
ring opens and closes. Also, the guide 18 may include
indentations 42, 44 in longitudinal ends 41, 43 of the run-
ners 36, 38, as will be described in greater detail below.
[0013] With reference to FIG. 5, the carrier assembly
14 of FIG. 1A includes a carrier 46 having a body 48 with
a second forming aperture 50 therethrough, longitudinal-
ly opposite ends 52, 53, and laterally opposite sides 54,
55 between the ends 52, 53. The body 48 also may have
a channel open to and extending between the sides 54,
55, for restricting movement of the neck ring assembly
12 along the vertical and longitudinal axes A, C and per-
mitting movement of the neck ring assembly 12 (FIG. 1A)
along the lateral axis B. The body 48 further may include
a base surface 56 spaced below the neck ring assembly
12 (FIG. 1A) thereon, and longitudinal restraints 58, 59
which may include walls extending along the vertical axis
A away from the base surface 56 and along the lateral
axis B between the sides 54, 55. The channel may be
bounded along the longitudinal axis C by the longitudinal
restraints 58, 59, and along the vertical axis A by vertical
restraints 60, 61. The restraints 60, 61 may be separate
components, for instance, plates, brackets, rods, bars,
or the like, that may be fastened or otherwise coupled to
the longitudinal restraints 58, 59 of the body 48, as illus-
trated, or that may be integral portions of the body 48.
Shoulders 62, 63 may extend between the base surface
56 and the longitudinal restraints 58, 59 to trap portions
of the neck ring guide 18 (FIG. 4) between the shoulders
62, 63 and the vertical restraints 60, 61 of the carrier 46.
The ends 52, 53 may include material handling locator
pockets 64, and the sides 54, 55 may include through
bores 66, 67, 68, 69.
[0014] With reference to FIGS. 6 and 7, the carrier as-
sembly 14 also includes transmissions 70, 71 movably
carried at the sides 54, 55 of the carrier body 48 to trans-
mit actuation, for example, from actuators of a material
handler (not shown), to the neck ring sections 20a,b. The
transmissions 70, 71 may be carried at or along the sides
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54, 55 of the movable neck ring sections 20a,b, and may
be biased toward one another.
[0015] For example, and with reference to FIG. 6, the
transmissions 70, 71 may be biased via tension springs
72, 73 carried by the body, so as to bias the neck ring
sections 20a,b to a closed position. The springs 72, 73
may be carried in the through bores 66, 67 (FIG. 5) of
the carrier body 48, and may be coupled to the transmis-
sions 70, 71 by pins 77, for example, extension spring
anchor pins as illustrated, or in any other suitable manner
by any other suitable elements. The transmissions 70,
71 may be plate-like members as illustrated in FIGS. 1,
6, and 7, or may be bars, brackets, rods, plates, or of any
other suitable configuration. With respect to FIG. 6, the
transmissions 70, 71 may extend past the ends 52, 53
of the carrier 46 to facilitate engagement by the material
handler actuators 24 (FIG. 1A). Also, the carrier assem-
bly 14 may include guides 74, 75 carried by the carrier
body 48 between the sides 54, 55, for example, through
the through bores 68, 69 (FIG. 5) of the carrier body 48.
The guides 74, 75 may be fastened, or otherwise cou-
pled, to the transmissions 70, 71 to guide movement
thereof with respect to one another. Also, the guides 74,
75 may be solid guide shafts, sets of nested guide shafts,
guide rails, or any other suitable guide configuration. In
another embodiment, the guides 74, 75 may be portions
of actuators built into the assembly 14 to replace or sup-
plement the actuators 24 for opening and closing the as-
sembly 14. Such actuators may be electromechanical,
hydraulic, or pneumatic actuators, and may be powered
and controlled in any suitable manner via any suitable
power and control sources via any suitable connections
thereto.
[0016] With reference to FIG. 7, the carrier assembly
14 may include springs 76 positioned between the carrier
46 and the neck ring assembly 12 to center the neck ring
assembly 12 with respect to the carrier assembly 14
along the lateral and longitudinal axes B and C. More
specifically, the springs 76 may be positioned between
internal sides 78 of the carrier body 48 and the ends 41
of the neck ring guide 18 to center the neck ring assembly
12 with respect to the carrier assembly 14 along the lon-
gitudinal axis C. The sides 78 may be longitudinally in-
board surfaces of the restraints 58, 59. Even more par-
ticularly, the indentations 42, 44 in the neck ring guide
18 may correspond to portions of the springs 76 to facil-
itate centering of the neck ring guide 18 as the neck ring
sections 20a,b open and close. For example, the springs
76 may include bent sections 76a in contact with the cor-
responding indentations 42, and base portions 76b,c in
contact with corresponding portions of the carrier body
internal sides 78.
[0017] The springs 76 may facilitate use of desirable
no-swab molding operations and may prevent or reduce
damage to sealing surfaces. The springs 76 may tend to
center the guide 18, i.e., prevent the guide 18 from being
pulled in one direction or the other by the neck ring sec-
tions 20a,b when they are opened to release a container

being molded. Accordingly, such centering can help pre-
vent a guide plate insert from pulling on or hitting a finish
of the container as the container is being released. Also,
such centering of the guide 18 can make it easier to close
the neck ring sections 20a,b.
[0018] With reference to FIG. 8, the neck ring sections
20a,b have axially opposite section ends 80, 81, and the
neck ring guide 18 has the axially opposite ends 41, 43
that project beyond the section ends 80, 81 along the
longitudinal axis C. The guide ends 41, 43 may be
trapped between corresponding portions of the carrier
46 with spaces therebetween to allow the neck ring as-
sembly 12 to float with respect to the carrier assembly
14 along the vertical axis A. For example, the neck ring
assembly 12 may float on the order of 1/32 to 1/16 of an
inch to allow for cavity-to-cavity alignment differences
between molds in multi-gob forming operations. More
specifically, the guide ends 41, 43 may be trapped be-
tween the vertical restraints 60, 61 of the carrier 46 and
the base surface 56 of the carrier 46. Even more partic-
ularly, the guide ends 41, 43 may be trapped between
the vertical restraints 60, 61 of the carrier 46 and the
shoulders 62, 63 of the carrier 46. Likewise, the guide
ends 41, 43 are spaced apart from corresponding por-
tions of the carrier 46, to allow the neck ring assembly
12 to float with respect to the carrier assembly 14 along
the longitudinal axis C. More specifically, the guide ends
41, 43 may be trapped between the longitudinal restraints
58, 59 of the carrier body 48. Finally, the carrier ends 52,
53 may carry system locators 82 for interfacing with the
material handler locators 22. For example, in one em-
bodiment, the system locators 82 may be carried in the
locator pockets 64 (FIG. 5) of the carrier body 48 or in
any other suitable manner, and may be fastened, press
fit, adhered, welded, or otherwise coupled thereto in any
other suitable manner. In other embodiments, the loca-
tors 82 may be integral portions of the pockets 64.
[0019] With reference again to FIG. 1A, the system lo-
cators 82 may be conical to allow float between the sys-
tem 10 and the locators 22 of the material handler 16.
For example, the system locators 82 may include conical
bushings or internal cones and the material handler lo-
cators 22 may include corresponding conical pins or ex-
ternal cones for insertion into the internal cones, or vice
versa. In one example, the material handler locators 22
may fully couple to the system locators 82 for rigid cou-
pling, for example, during transfer from station to station.
More specifically, the material handler locators 22 may
be engaged to the system locators 82 to a full engage-
ment depth. In another example, the material handler
locators 22 may partially couple to the system locators
82 for floatable coupling, for example, during blank mold-
ing and/or blow molding. More specifically, the locators
22 may engage to the locators 82, or may be retracted
from the full engagement depth, to a partial engagement
depth. In any case, the system locators 82 may serve as
common handling locations that allow for various material
handler 16 and/or station misalignments. Such common
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handling locations and/or the multiaxial float of the sys-
tem 10 and/or of the interface between the system 10
and the material handler 16 allow the material handler
16 to maintain its coupling to the system 10, or to reac-
quire the system 10, during blank molding, blow molding,
or the like. Accordingly, once a station cycle is complete,
the material handler 16 can begin moving the system 10
to a downstream station without having to wait for a sta-
tion to fully complete its cycle, for instance, a complete
withdrawal of a plunger or blowhead assembly.
[0020] FIG. 9 shows another illustrative embodiment
of a neck ring system 110. This embodiment is similar in
many respects to the embodiments of FIGS. 1A-8 and
like numerals among the embodiments generally desig-
nate like or corresponding elements throughout the sev-
eral views of the drawing figures. Accordingly, the de-
scriptions of the embodiments are incorporated into one
another, and description of subject matter common to
the embodiments generally may not be repeated here.
[0021] The system 110 includes a common carrier as-
sembly 114 carrying multiple, or a plurality of, neck ring
assemblies 112 between ends 152, 153. Although the
illustrated embodiment shows three neck ring assem-
blies 112, the common carrier assembly 114 may carry
two, four, or any other suitable quantity of the neck ring
assemblies 112. The neck ring assemblies 112 may be
substantially similar if not the same as the neck ring as-
sembly 12 of FIG. 1A. Likewise, the assembly 114 may
include a carrier body 148 that may be substantially sim-
ilar to the carrier body 48 of FIG. 1A, except for the length
of the body 148. Here, the body 148 includes intermediate
or connecting portions 151 and the fact that multiple neck
ring assemblies 112 are accommodated. The carrier as-
sembly 114 also includes transmissions 170, 171 mov-
ably carried at the sides of the carrier body 148 to transmit
actuation, for example, from actuators of a material han-
dler (not shown), to the neck ring assemblies 112.
[0022] FIGS. 10-14 show another illustrative embodi-
ment of a neck ring system 210. This embodiment is sim-
ilar in many respects to the embodiments of FIGS. 1A-9
and like numerals among the embodiments generally
designate like or corresponding elements throughout the
several views of the drawing figures. Accordingly, the
descriptions of the embodiments are incorporated into
one another, and description of subject matter common
to the embodiments generally may not be repeated here.
[0023] In this embodiment, a carrier 246 with a carrier
body 248 divided along the longitudinal axis C to include
carrier body sections 248a,b that correspond to neck ring
sections 220a,b of a neck ring 220 and that are movable
toward and away from one another along the lateral axis
B. Movement of the sections 248a,b may be guided by
guides 274, 275 that may extend through corresponding
bores of the sections 248a,b. The guides 274, 275 may
have ends fastened to one side 255 of one of the sections
248b, as illustrated, or may be otherwise coupled to one
or both of the sections 248a,b in any other suitable man-
ner. Closing motion of the sections 248a,b may be pro-

vided by tension springs 272, 273 that may extend
through corresponding bores of the sections 248a,b. The
tension springs 272, 273 may be coupled to the sections
248a,b via pins 277 (e.g., roll pins) extending transverse-
ly through the corresponding spring bores, as illustrated,
or may be coupled to the sections 248a,b in any other
suitable manner. The carrier body sections 248a,b also
may include spaced apart material handling locators 282
to facilitate location and opening actuation by a material
handler (not shown) that includes locators that both lo-
cate the system 210 and actuate the system 210 to its
open position.
[0024] Accordingly, with reference to FIG. 12, the lo-
cators 282 may be displaced in a direction away from
one another along the lateral axis B by a corresponding
material handler (not shown). In turn, transmissions (270,
FIG. 11), 271 pull the corresponding sides 280, 281 of
the neck ring sections 220a, 220b so as to open the neck
ring 220. Of course, the springs 272, 273 pull closed the
body sections 248a,b, which, in turn, pull closed the neck
ring 220. In this embodiment, the transmissions 270, 271
need not extend past the ends 252, 253 of the carrier
assembly 214.
[0025] With respect to FIGS. 10-14, in the illustrated
example, the transmissions 270, 271 may be lost motion
transmissions to provide float between the neck ring sec-
tions 22a,b and the carrier 246, and may include brackets
283 coupled to the sides 254, 255 of the sections 248a,b,
pins 284 coupled between the brackets 283 and sides
280, 281 of the neck ring sections 220a,b, and springs
286 (FIG. 12) disposed between interior surfaces of the
brackets 283 and the pins 284. The brackets 283 may
be bars, plates, rods, or any other suitable brackets. The
pins 284 may be pressed, threaded, or the like, into cor-
responding holes in the neck ring section sides 280, 281.
The springs 286 may be leaf springs and may be gener-
ally rectangular, as illustrated, or of any other suitable
shape.
[0026] With respect to FIGS. 13 and 14, the brackets
283 may include curved interior surfaces corresponding
to the leaf springs 286, and reliefs 288 extending axially
through the brackets 283 to provide clearance for the
pins 284 and allow limited movement of the neck ring
sections 220b (220a, FIG. 12) with respect to the body
sections 248b (248a, FIG. 12). For example, in the closed
position of the system 210, there are clearances between
the pins 284 and closed ends of the reliefs 288 to allow
the neck ring sections 220b (220a, FIG. 12) to float. The
reliefs 288 may be open ended slots, as illustrated, or
any other suitable reliefs. As shown in FIG. 14, during
system 210 opening, the leaf springs 286 urge the pins
284 against the carrier body sections 248b (248a, FIG.
12), and the opening of the carrier body sections 248b
(248a, FIG. 12) pulls open the neck ring sections 220b
(220a, FIG. 12).
[0027] A process of forming glassware may use one
or more of the previously disclosed systems 10, 110, 210,
or any other suitable neck ring system. The process in-
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cludes acquiring a neck ring system with at least one
material handler, transferring the neck ring system to a
blank mold station, and blank molding a glass gob into
glassware having a neck finish formed by the neck ring
system. Between the transferring and blank molding
steps, the process also may include partially retracting
locators of the material handler along a longitudinal axis
to allow the entire system to float relative to the material
handler during blank molding. The process also may in-
clude transferring the glassware carried by the neck ring
system to a blow mold station, and blow molding the
glassware carried by the neck ring system. Between the
transferring and blow molding steps, the process again
may include partially retracting locators of the material
handler along the longitudinal axis to allow the entire sys-
tem to float relative to the material handler during blow
molding. The process further may include transferring
the glassware carried by the neck ring system to a ware
handler, and opening the neck ring system to release the
glassware from the neck ring system without releasing
the at least one material handler from the neck ring sys-
tem. The glassware is carried by the neck ring system
through the entire glassware forming process from initial
engagement of a glass gob with the system at a blank
molding station to disengagement with glassware at a
ware handler.
[0028] In other embodiments, the process also may
include releasing the neck ring system from the at least
one material handler to a return conveyor after the system
opening step. Subsequently, the process may include
conveying the neck ring system to a location proximate
the blank mold station. For example, the conveying step
may include allowing the system to flow passively by
gravity down a chute or other conveyor, or to actively flow
via a powered conveyor, or to be conveyed by a robot,
pick and place apparatus, or any other suitable conveyor
or material handling apparatus. In one embodiment, the
process begins at a blank mold station, ends at a ware
handler, and simply may be repeated. In another embod-
iment, the process instead may include inspecting the
system, releasing the system to a maintenance station
or other offline location if the system needs maintenance,
and replacing the system with a replacement system,
which may be sent toward or to the blank mold station.
Accordingly, the process may facilitate swapping out
neck rings on the fly, while a production line is running,
instead of having to shut down the production line to swap
out neck rings. Likewise, the process may facilitate rapid
and safe changeover from one type of neck ring to an-
other.
[0029] In yet other embodiments of the process, one
more of the aforementioned steps may be carried out
with the at least one material handler coupled to the neck
ring system. Also, the glassware may be carried by the
neck ring system through one or more intermediate sta-
tions between the blank and blow molding steps and/or
between the blow molding and system opening steps.
Such intermediate stations may include cooling stations,

heating stations, inspection stations, or any other suitable
stations. Furthermore, multiple articles of the glassware
are carried by the neck ring system, which may be the
system 110 of FIG. 9, or any other suitable neck ring
system.
[0030] There thus has been disclosed a neck ring sys-
tem and a related manufacturing process that fully satisfy
one or more of the objects and aims previously set forth.
The disclosure has been presented in conjunction with
several illustrative embodiments, and additional modifi-
cations and variations have been discussed. Other mod-
ifications and variations readily will suggest themselves
to persons of ordinary skill in the art in view of the fore-
going discussion. For example, the subject matter of
each of the embodiments is hereby incorporated by ref-
erence into each of the other embodiments, for expedi-
ence.
[0031] Summarizing it is disclosed a glassware-form-
ing neck ring system 10, 110, 210 that includes:

a neck ring assembly 12, 112 including:

a neck ring guide 18) having a first forming ap-
erture 39 therethrough around a vertical axis A),
and
a neck ring 20, 220 divided along a longitudinal
axis (C) into neck ring sections 20a,b, 220a,b
carried by the neck ring guide and movable to-
ward and away from one another along the neck
ring guide along a lateral axis (B); and

a carrier assembly 14, 114, 214 carrying the neck
ring assembly and including:

a carrier 46, 246 having a body 48, 148, 248 with
a second forming aperture 50 therethrough, lon-
gitudinally opposite ends 52, 53, 152, 153, 252,
253, laterally opposite sides 54, 55, 254, 255
between the ends, and a channel extending be-
tween the sides, restricting movement of the
neck ring assembly along the vertical and lon-
gitudinal axes, and permitting movement of the
neck ring assembly along the lateral axis.

[0032] It is disclosed the above described glassware-
forming neck ring system,
wherein the neck ring sections have axially opposite sec-
tion ends 80, 81, and the neck ring guide has axially op-
posite guide ends 41, 43 that project beyond the section
ends and are trapped between corresponding portions
of the carrier with spaces therebetween to allow the neck
ring assembly to float with respect to the carrier assembly
along the vertical axis.
[0033] It is disclosed the above described glassware-
forming neck ring system,
wherein the neck ring guide includes ends 41, 43 spaced
apart from corresponding portions of the carrier to allow
the neck ring assembly to float with respect to the carrier
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assembly along the longitudinal axis.
[0034] It is disclosed the above described glassware-
forming neck ring system,
wherein the carrier assembly includes springs 76 posi-
tioned between the carrier and the neck ring assembly
to center the neck ring assembly with respect to the car-
rier assembly along the longitudinal axis.
[0035] It is disclosed the above described glassware-
forming neck ring system,
wherein the carrier assembly includes springs 76 posi-
tioned between internal sides 78 of the carrier body and
external portions 41, 43 of the neck ring guide to center
the neck ring assembly with respect to the carrier assem-
bly along the lateral and longitudinal axes.
[0036] It is disclosed the above described glassware-
forming neck ring system,
wherein the external portions include indentations 42, 44
corresponding to portions of the springs to facilitate
centering of the neck ring guide as the neck ring sections
open and close.
[0037] It is disclosed the above described glassware-
forming neck ring system,
wherein the carrier assembly includes transmissions 70,
71, 170, 171, 270, 271 movably carried at the sides of
the carrier body, coupled to sides of the movable neck
ring sections, and biased toward one another so as to
bias the neck ring sections to a closed position.
[0038] It is disclosed the above described glassware-
forming neck ring system,
wherein the carrier assembly includes guides 74, 75, 274,
275 carried by the body between the sides and coupled
to at least one of the transmissions to guide movement
thereof with respect to one another.
[0039] It is disclosed the above described glassware-
forming neck ring system,
wherein the transmissions extend past the ends of the
carrier to facilitate engagement by material handler ac-
tuators.
[0040] It is disclosed the above described glassware-
forming neck ring system,
wherein the carrier assembly includes tension springs
72, 73, 272, 273 carried by the body, and transmissions
70, 71, 170, 171, 270, 271 movably carried at the sides
of the carrier body, coupled to sides of the movable neck
ring sections, and coupled to one another by the tension
springs so as to bias the neck ring sections to a closed
position.
[0041] It is disclosed the above described glassware-
forming neck ring system,
wherein the carrier ends carry material handling locators
82, 282 that are conical to allow float between the system
and a material handler.
[0042] It is disclosed the above described glassware-
forming neck ring system,
wherein the carrier body is divided along the longitudinal
axis to include carrier body sections 248a,b correspond-
ing to the neck ring sections and being movable toward
and away from one another along the lateral axis, wherein

the carrier body sections include spaced apart material
handling locators 282 to facilitate location and opening
actuation by a material handler.
[0043] It is disclosed the above described glassware-
forming neck ring system,
wherein the carrier assembly includes lost motion trans-
missions 270, 271 movably carried at the sides of the
carrier body.
[0044] It is disclosed the above described glassware-
forming neck ring system,
wherein the transmissions include brackets 283 coupled
to the sides of the neck ring sections, pins 284 coupled
between the brackets and the neck ring sections, and
springs 286 disposed between the brackets and the pins,
wherein the brackets have reliefs 288 to accept the pins
therein with clearance, the pins are fixed to the neck ring
sections, and the springs are leaf springs.
[0045] It is further disclosed a process of forming glass-
ware that includes the steps of:

(a) acquiring a neck ring system 10, 110,210 with at
least one material handler 16;
(b) transferring the neck ring system to a blank mold
station;
(c) blank molding a glass gob into glassware having
a neck finish formed by the neck ring system;
(d) transferring the glassware carried by the neck
ring system to a blow mold station;
(e) blow molding the glassware carried by the neck
ring system;
(f) transferring the glassware carried by the neck ring
system to a ware handler; and
(g) opening the neck ring system to release the glass-
ware from the neck ring system without releasing the
at least one material handler from the neck ring sys-
tem,

wherein the glassware is carried by the neck ring system
through the entire glassware forming process from the
blank molding station to the ware handler.
[0046] It is disclosed the above described process of
forming glassware,
wherein steps (c) through (f) are carried out with the at
least one material handler coupled to the neck ring sys-
tem.
[0047] It is disclosed the above described process of
forming glassware,
wherein the glassware is carried by the neck ring system
to one or more intermediate stations between steps (c)
and (e) and/or between steps (e) and (g).
[0048] It is disclosed the above described process of
forming glassware,
wherein multiple articles of the glassware are carried by
the neck ring system.
[0049] It is disclosed the above described process of
forming glassware, that includes the steps of:

(h) releasing the neck ring system from the at least
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one material handler to a return conveyor;
(i) conveying the neck ring system to a location prox-
imate the blank mold station; and
(j) repeating steps (a) through (j).

[0050] It is disclosed the above described process of
forming glassware, that includes the steps of:

partially retracting locators 22 of the material handler
to allow the entire system to float relative to the ma-
terial handler during at least one of the blank molding
step or the blow molding step.

[0051] This application is a divisional application of Eu-
ropean Patent Application EP 14 828 603.2 (EP 3 083
508) which is incorporated by reference herewith in its
version as originally filed. Applicant reserves the right to
go back to and claim any subject matter which is dis-
closed in European Patent Application EP 14 828 603.2
(EP 3 083 508) within this divisional application or by way
of one or more potential consecutive divisional applica-
tions, irrespective of the scope of the attached set of
claims.

Claims

1. A process of forming glassware that includes the
steps of:

(a) acquiring a neck ring system (10, 110, 210)
with at least one material handler (16);
(b) transferring the neck ring system to a blank
mold station;
(c) blank molding a glass gob into glassware
having a neck finish formed by the neck ring sys-
tem;
(d) transferring the glassware carried by the
neck ring system to a blow mold station;
(e) blow molding the glassware carried by the
neck ring system;
(f) transferring the glassware carried by the neck
ring system to a ware handler; and
(g) opening the neck ring system to release the
glassware from the neck ring system without re-
leasing the at least one material handler from
the neck ring system,
wherein the glassware is carried by the neck ring
system through the entire glassware forming
process from the blank molding station to the
ware handler, and wherein the process further
includes at least one of the additional steps of:
(h) releasing the neck ring system from the at
least one material handler to a return conveyor;
(i) conveying the neck ring system to a location
proximate the blank mold station; and
(j) repeating steps (a) through (j); or

partially retracting locators (22) of the material han-
dler to allow the entire system to float relative to the
material handler during at least one of the blank
molding step or the blow molding step.

2. The process set forth in claim 1, wherein steps (c)
through (f) are carried out with the at least one ma-
terial handler coupled to the neck ring system.

3. The process set forth in claim 1, wherein the glass-
ware is carried by the neck ring system to one or
more intermediate stations between steps (c) and
(e) and/or between steps (e) and (g).

4. The process set forth in claim 1, wherein multiple
articles of the glassware are carried by the neck ring
system.

5. The process set forth in claim 1, wherein the neck
ring system includes a neck ring assembly (12, 112)
including:

a neck ring guide (18) having a first forming ap-
erture (39) therethrough around a vertical axis
(A), and
a neck ring (20, 220) divided along a longitudinal
axis (C) into neck ring sections (20a,b, 220a,b)
carried by the neck ring guide and movable to-
ward and away from one another along the neck
ring guide along a lateral axis (B).

6. The process set forth in claim 5 wherein the neck
ring sections have axially opposite section ends (80,
81), and the neck ring guide has axially opposite
guide ends (41, 43) that project beyond the section
ends and are trapped between corresponding por-
tions of the carrier with spaces therebetween to allow
the neck ring assembly to float with respect to the
carrier assembly along the vertical axis.

7. The process set forth in claim 5 wherein the neck
ring guide includes ends (41, 43) spaced apart from
corresponding portions of the carrier to allow the
neck ring assembly to float with respect to the carrier
assembly along the longitudinal axis.

8. The process set forth in claim 5, wherein the neck
ring system also includes a carrier assembly (14,
114, 214) carrying the neck ring assembly and in-
cluding:

a carrier (46, 246) having a body (48, 148, 248)
with a second forming aperture (50) there-
through, longitudinally opposite ends (52, 53,
152, 153, 252, 253), laterally opposite sides (54,
55, 254, 255) between the ends, and a channel
extending between the sides, restricting move-
ment of the neck ring assembly along the vertical
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and longitudinal axes, and permitting movement
of the neck ring assembly along the lateral axis.

9. The process set forth in claim 8 wherein the carrier
assembly includes springs (76) positioned between
internal sides (78) of the carrier body and external
portions (41, 43) of the neck ring guide to center the
neck ring assembly with respect to the carrier as-
sembly along the lateral and longitudinal axes,
wherein the external portions include indentations
(42, 44) corresponding to portions of the springs to
facilitate centering of the neck ring guide as the neck
ring sections open and close.

10. The process set forth in claim 8 wherein the carrier
assembly includes transmissions (70, 71, 170, 171,
270, 271) movably carried at the sides of the carrier
body, coupled to sides of the movable neck ring sec-
tions, and biased toward one another so as to bias
the neck ring sections to a closed position.

11. The process set forth in claim 10 wherein the carrier
assembly includes guides (74, 75, 274, 275) carried
by the body between the sides and coupled to at
least one of the transmissions to guide movement
thereof with respect to one another, and the trans-
missions extend past the ends of the carrier to facil-
itate engagement by material handler actuators.

12. The process set forth in claim 8 wherein the carrier
assembly includes tension springs (72, 73, 272, 273)
carried by the body, and transmissions (70, 71, 170,
171, 270, 271) movably carried at the sides of the
carrier body, coupled to sides of the movable neck
ring sections, and coupled to one another by the ten-
sion springs so as to bias the neck ring sections to
a closed position.

13. The process set forth in claim 8 wherein the carrier
ends carry material handling locators (82, 282) that
are conical to allow float between the system and a
material handler.

14. The process set forth in claim 8 wherein the carrier
body is divided along the longitudinal axis to include
carrier body sections (248a,b) corresponding to the
neck ring sections and being movable toward and
away from one another along the lateral axis, where-
in the carrier body sections include spaced apart ma-
terial handling locators (282) to facilitate location and
opening actuation by a material handler.

15. The process set forth in claim 8 wherein the carrier
assembly includes lost motion transmissions (270,
271) movably carried at the sides of the carrier body,
wherein the transmissions include brackets (283)
coupled to the sides of the neck ring sections, pins
(284) coupled between the brackets and the neck

ring sections, and springs (286) disposed between
the brackets and the pins, wherein the brackets have
reliefs (288) to accept the pins therein with clear-
ance, the pins are fixed to the neck ring sections,
and the springs are leaf springs.
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